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A Few Housekeeping Items…
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• Your phone lines and computer sounds are muted. You can hear us,
but we cannot hear you.
• Please use the chat feature to ask questions. The chat box can be
found by clicking on the chat icon that appears at the bottom or
top of your screen when you move your mouse.
You can move the chat
box to any position on
your screen. If you X out
of it, simply click on the
chat icon again to make
it reappear!
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A Few Housekeeping Items…
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• If you have suggestions for webinar topics you’d like to see, email us
at info@parchment.com
• Consider signing up for our blog at parchment.com/blog to stay up to
date with our webinars.
• This webinar is being recorded and we will send out the recording to
all registrants.

A Little About Me - Fun Facts
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• My grandma, Fusako’s, 64th birthday
wish was for me to be named after
her. So, at the age of 8, I changed
my middle name to Fusako. Which
has led to a pretty interesting name
progression.
Erica Goidosik
National Manager, CLR
Services
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Employers Want to See That Graduates Possess Preparedness Needed for
Workforce Success

Employer Views on What Matters Most
Employers continue to value higher education, but
want to see learning outcomes
• Key areas to showcase: critical thinking and
analysis, problem solving, teamwork, and
communication through writing and speaking
• More likely to hire applicants demonstrating active
or applied experience in college
• 9 in 10 employers find a curation of work products
produced across the college experience for the
hiring process useful in the hiring process

“ The only way for
campus leaders
and educators to
truly know if
students are
prepared to enter
the workforce is to
assess where
students are on
outcomes -- at the
beginning, middle,
and end of the
college journey.

“

How College Contributes to
Workforce Success:
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Ashley Finley, Vice President
for Research and Senior
Adviser, AAC&U

Institutions Need to Help Students Demonstrate Their Knowledge and Skills
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Conclusions and Recommendations
•

Equip students to name and reflect upon the skills that
matter

•

Make mindsets and aptitudes an explicit part of learning,
inside and outside the classroom

•

Assess skills and mindsets to ensure college graduates
are prepared to succeed and to advance

•

Ensure high-impact learning experiences can be
equitably accessed by students from all backgrounds
and that students are supported to succeed in these
experiences

•

Give students a way to tell employers their story
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Credentials Open Up Enrollment and Employment Opportunities

Undergraduate
Admission

Transfer
Admission

Internship

First
Job Offer
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Graduate
Admission

Professional
Certification

Career
Advancement

COMPREHENSIVE CREDENTIAL PLATFORM

Transcripts Are Essential, But Also Limited in What They Can Do
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Transcripts are limited in the information that they can communicate
Secure and verified

Skills

Courses completed and grades

Competencies

Dates attended

Learning outside the classroom

Majors and minors information

Formative for self-reflection

Grade point average (GPA)

Tells the learner story

Educational degree(s) obtained

Workforce ready skills

Chronological organization

Employer-based learning and development
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CLRs Allow Students to Tell Their Story
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What is a CLR?

•
•
•
•

= Comprehensive Learner Record
A new type of credential
Built on institutionally verified data
Extends on the traditional academic
transcript
• Intended to be a more holistic
representation of the learner
• Helps employers understand workforce
ready skills that were learned during a
learner’s academic career

Meet Erin
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10 years in
University
Records
•
18 years at
Loma Linda

•

Mission to magnify Loma Linda’s impact
on the health of local and global
communities
Eight schools teaching the next
generation of healthcare heroes, More
than 100 health sciences programs
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Loma Linda CLR
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Loma Linda CLR
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CLR Services

Parchment CLR Services Delivers on the Promise of the Holistic Record

Better Align Learner
Experiences to
Workforce Needs

Guide All Learners
Towards PostAcademic Success

Drive Retention by
Showing Progress
Towards Goals
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Learner Adoption
Using Institutionally
Proven Processes
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The Evolution of a CLR in Parchment’s Platform
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Parchment Guides Institutions with an End-to-End Solution
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Plan. Design. Issue.
•

Consulting services to guide you through all stages of the CLR
process

•

Off the shelf modules for key data sets offer quick implementation
times and consistent, easy-to-understand visualizations for
employers

•

Custom design creation to showcase data specific to institution or
department outcomes

•

Academic, competency, and co-curricular learner data support

•

Credential design library = easy issuance of any of your CLR designs

•

Real-time, unlimited issuing

“It is fundamental to helping students tell their story in a way that
employers can understand and that they have the ability to be successful.
Parchment is helping us do that.” — Dr. Rodney Parks, University
Registrar, Assistant Vice President and Assistant Professor
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CLR Services Help Employers See the Many Dimensions of a Learner
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The first solution that enables the creation of
visual credentials with graphics.

What are the Key Challenges with the CLR?
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• How do we do this?!?
• What is the right mix of data to use in a CLR?
• How can we mix our data sources together for our CLR?

• Our data updates frequently, how can we automate creating CLRs?
• How do we get CLRs to our learners?
• What are the right ways for learners to be able to share their CLR?
• What’s the best way to visualize the data in our CLR?
• Will institutional CLR silos create an understanding problem?
• If we build it for our institution, will they (learners/employers) come?
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Parchment CLR Services Consulting Helps You Deploy Efficiently and Effectively
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Consulting outcomes:
• Data collection for CLR
• Establish a learning framework
Consulting deliverables scope:
• Identify CLR project scope
• Measuring, capturing, and assessing data and technology
• Establishing project milestones and timelines
• Evaluating policies and practices
• Defining the learning framework
• Creating communication strategies and plans around the CLR
development and issuing processes
• Developing long-range plans to expand the capture of learning data

Learners Have the Same Great Parchment Award Platform Experience
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One Place for Learners to Find All Their Credentials.
One Great Learner Experience.
•

Lifelong Learner Account with CLRs, Transcripts, Diplomas,
Digital Badges, and Certificates

•

Store, view, and manage CLRs

•

Modern ordering experience

•

Integrated Social Sharing

•

Integrated Receiver Network

“Our students can now see all of their transcripts, diplomas, and CLRs in one
place and that student experience is important to us.” — Insiya Bream,
Assistant Vice President, Data & Systems
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Parchment is a Trusted Partner for CLRs
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“Parchment is unique with regard to support and continuity. When we started working with them, we shared
our goals, both short and long term goals, and they really took that seriously. They became an active partner
and collaborator, helping us achieve those goals. It was almost as if they were less of a vendor and more of
an internal partner.” –Bhavesh Bambrholia, University Registrar, Temple University

The Foundation for California Community Colleges Partners with Parchment to
Help Students Turn Credentials into Opportunities
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+
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CollegeBuys Partnership Opens Up Access to the Full Parchment Platform
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The Parchment CollegeBuys Partnership Helps You With A Pre-Approved
Contract
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+
PRE-APPROVED CONTRACT

What does that mean for you?
1. No board approval required!
2. No redlines needed!
3. Your procurement department is going to love you!

4. Get up and running faster!
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How The Parchment CollegeBuys Partnership Works
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It’s simple.

1

Sign up for Parchment Services

2

Get the pre-negotiated discounted rate as
soon as you sign up

3

Help other colleges in your region sign up

4

Get an even bigger discounted rate the
next year

Q&A
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Interested in Learning More About What It Takes to Launch a CLR?
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We would love to have a discussion with you!

Just visit:
https://www.parchment.com/start-theconversation/

Want more see the CLRs?

Sign up for the blog!
parchment.com/blog

Thank You.
Erica Goidosik
National Manager, CLR Services
erica.goidosik@parchment.com
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